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a b s t r a c t

Comprehension of gas phase transport processes and species distribution in operating polymer elec-
trolyte fuel cells (PEFC) is an important task for understanding and optimizing the related coupled
processes. Few efforts for in-situ gas analysis in fuel cells are described in the literature, and previ-
ous work has focused mainly on integral species concentration or investigation in small laboratory scale
cells under comparably dry conditions only. In this work, a methodology for flexible local in-situ gas
analysis in polymer electrolyte fuel cells of technical size is presented. This includes conceptual descrip-
eywords:
EFC
nline gas analysis
ocal species distribution
embrane permeation

tion of measurement modes during fuel cell operation in particular for local membrane and gas diffusion
layer characterization. Beside characterization of the analysis system, the potential of the method is
demonstrated by accurate local concentration measurement of gas species including water vapor up to
saturated conditions. Accurate measurement of local membrane tracer gas permeation under open circuit
and load conditions emphazises the flexibility of the developed methodology. In particular, the ability

rane
ater vapor distribution to determine local memb
investigation.

. Introduction

Mass transport processes in polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFC)
ccur on a wide range of scales driven by different gradients. Most
ass transport processes are related to gaseous species and/or

ransport in the gas phase. Some of the processes, for exam-
le reactant transport in the porous materials, are crucial for
uel cell operation and optimization is desired. Others, such as
eactant transport through the electrolyte membrane negatively
nfluence efficiency or lifetime and should be eliminated. There-
ore detailed generic understanding of local gas phase properties
nd the related transport processes preferentially under real world
perating conditions is required. This understanding requires in-
itu investigation of the gas phase and its temporal and local
hanges with appropriate experimental hardware. Reports on gas
hase investigation in PEFC are rare, especially those providing

ocal information, due to the need of significant additional instru-
entation.
Gas phase investigations of fuel cells described in the literature

an be classified by the type of gas phase access, the size of the

nvestigated cell, the underlying measurement intention and the
sed sensor or analysis technology. For local species analysis, the
as phase is either contacted in-situ by optical pathways or minia-
urized sensors or gas is extracted through small capillaries. The

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +41 56 310 24 11; fax: +41 56 310 44 15.
E-mail address: felix.buechi@psi.ch (F.N. Büchi).

378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.09.053
permeation characteristics is of great value for membrane degradation

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

integration of sensors for local species analysis without disturb-
ing fuel cell operation is difficult and has been demonstrated only
for local humidity [1,2] measurement. Therefore in the following
a more detailed review of only optical and gas extracting analysis
systems is given.

1.1. Optical systems

Optical pathways are generally rather bulky and therefore dif-
ficult to integrate into PEFC cell designs without compromising
other functionalities. Therefore optical methods have been pri-
marily used in small laboratory cells or half cells. Measurement
intentions range from detailed reaction investigation on catalysts
by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) [3], tunable diode
laser absorption (TDLA) for species detection [4] to gas transport
investigation by laser induced fluorescence (LIF) [5] or particle
image velocimetry (PIV) [6,7].

1.2. Gas extracting systems

Gas extracting measurement techniques have the general
advantages of being compatible with different analysis principles
and allow for a more flexible cell design due to less bulky con-
nections to the gas phase. Nevertheless, in realistic applications

only low amounts of gas can be extracted without disturbing fuel
cell operation, which makes also the use of optical gas extracting
measurement principles a difficult task. Classically, the two proven
techniques for gas analysis with low sample gas consumption are
gas chromatography (GC) and mass spectrometry (MS).

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:felix.buechi@psi.ch
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.09.053
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First gas analysis investigations of electrochemical laboratory
ells and half cells were made by differential electrochemical mass
pectrometry (DEMS) [8–10]. In these systems, a mass spectrom-
ter is used for species detection and the analyzing system is
eparated from the electrochemical components by gas permeable
embrane. Later, direct coupling of a fuel cell with the gas analyzer
ithout a separating membrane was shown by Wasmus et al. with

he multipurpose electrochemical mass spectrometer technique
MPEMS) [9]. The same technique was used for online investigation
y Wang et al. [11] and was termed real time mass spectrometry.
ll of these efforts did provide only integral information of the gas
hase in the cell and the main focus was on the analysis of non-
ondensable gaseous species. Mench et al. started to investigate
ater vapor as well, first by gas chromatography [12] and later by
ass spectrometry for the first time with local resolution [13,14].

n this set-up, local resolution was achieved by manual sequen-
ial attachment of the gas extraction system to different local gas
xtraction ports.

In general, gas chromatography has the drawback of high hard-
are complexity for condensable species measurement and long

ampling time, therefore the focus has switched to mass spectrom-
ter systems. One of the most sophisticated mass spectrometer
ased systems for local gas analysis was developed by Partridge et
l. [15]. This system was originally designed for local combustion
ngine exhaust gas catalyst investigations and adapted to labora-
ory sized solid oxide and polymer electrolyte fuel cells. The gas
xtracting part of this system was further developed to a commer-
ial product and is available as SpaciMS from Hiden Analytical. The
paciMS gas extraction system was designed for local gas analysis
n high temperature applications such as solid oxide fuel cells and
utomotive exhaust gas treatment systems and does not have fully
eated gas extraction lines for proper adaption to low temperature
pplications with condensable gaseous species, as present in PEFC.
his is a handicap under higher load and generally humid condi-
ions, which can lead to capillary blockage by condensed water and
nstable vacuum chamber (VC) pressure conditions.

Gas extracting systems in combination with mass spectromet-
ic analysis is the most flexible combination for local gas analysis
n PEFC. Although GC has the advantage of generally lower detec-
ion limits, MS is not susceptible to condensable species and has a
onsiderably higher measurement frequency. Despite the previous
emonstrations of MS based gas analysis for local properties, there

s still a lack of proper adaptation of the main components of an
S based gas analysis system. In fact, only careful adaptation of

ully heated gas extraction lines, mass spectrometer and vacuum
ystem to PEFC conditions allows for accurate and highly flexible
nalysis of both condensable and non-condensable gas species. In
ddition, existing systems were connected to laboratory cells with
ingle or dual serpentine flow field [13,15] which seldom reflect the
ehaviour of cells in real applications. Channel cross section dimen-
ions were often enlarged in comparison to real world systems in
rder to facilitate gas extraction [13].

Therefore the objective of this paper is to present the concept
nd method of local and online gas phase analysis for PEFC. The
as analysis hardware, measurement principle and flexibility to
nvestigate components as well as local transport and degrada-
ion processes under real world operating conditions is described.
he sensitivity and potential of this method is demonstrated by
etermination of local species distribution and local membrane
ermeation measurements.
. Concepts for local online gas analysis

Local in-situ gas phase investigation of PEFC can be divided
nto characterization of local gas phase composition as function of
perating conditions and in-situ characterization of the gas trans-
Fig. 1. Cut-out of a PEFC with gas extraction or gas addition ports on anode and
cathode sides for local online gas phase investigation.

port properties of different components. Analysis of local species
concentration is a straightforward measurement and component
characteristics can be determined using a tracer gas concept. The
general layout of local gas analysis suitable for both applications is
shown in Fig. 1. On both anode and cathode side of the cell, two adja-
cent channels of the flow field are equipped with local, in channel
direction distributed, fully heated gas ports (Ai.j, Ci.j). Depending
on the selected measurement mode, gas ports can be used for gas
extraction or as tracer gas supply line.

2.1. Local species concentration along the channel

Due to the flexibility of MS based species detection, local reac-
tant concentration can be measured both on anode and cathode
side. Local resolution along the channel is given by the num-
ber of gas extraction ports. Few centimeters (typically 2–4 cm)
are required as spacing between fully heated gas ports, which
allows for sufficient resolution along the channel in cells of tech-
nical size. Also water vapor concentration measurement along
the channel is possible, as the MS system is not restricted to dry
sample gases and gas extraction lines can be fully heated. Still,
under condensing conditions the presence of liquid water can
interfere with gas extraction by temporarily blocking extraction
capillaries.

2.2. Component characterization using tracer gas concepts

In-situ component characterization focuses on permeation
behaviour of the membrane electrode assembly (MEA) compo-
nents. Through-plane membrane permeation and in-plane gas
diffusion layer (GDL) permeation characteristics under load con-
ditions, with the respective local liquid water saturations are of
high interest. For this task, inert tracer gases are used.

In the case of membrane permeation measurements, an inert
tracer is needed because during fuel cell operation an unknown
ratio of the permeating reactant species directly reacts on the cata-
lyst of the permeate side and it’s determination in the gas channel
can therefore not serve as an accurate indicator for the membrane
gas separation properties. Gas permeation through the MEA in
through-plane direction during fuel cell operation can therefore
be measured by addition of tracer gas to the feed gas stream on
one side of the MEA and local measurement of permeated tracer

gas concentration on the opposite side. Fig. 2A shows the principle
of this measurement mode with helium as hydrogen and nitro-
gen as oxygen tracer. As the membrane is the most dense barrier
for through-plane MEA gas transport, this measurement mode is
highly useful for investigating local membrane degradation with
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with gas chromatography septa (CHROMSEAL 9001-LL) to ensure
gas tight connection with minimum sealing force applied. Seal-
ing of the capillaries at the valve fittings is provided by polyimide
ferrules (VICI FS1.2–5). Each gas extraction line is permanently
heated by custom made thermally insulated heating capillaries.
ig. 2. Concepts for investigating permeation properties using tracer gas. Positions
B) Layout for online in-plane gas diffusion layer (GDL) characterization.

espect to changes of its local gas separation properties. Compar-
son of the spatially resolved diffusive permeation (driving force:
artial pressure gradient only) and convective permeation (driving
orces: absolute and partial pressure gradients) serves as indica-
or of the local state of health of the membrane with respect to
ts gas separation properties. The inert tracer gases have different

olecule sizes and different solubilities in the membrane material
hich cause different gas permeation characteristics. Still, if mea-

ured continuously during the lifetime of the cell, they can be used
s inert tracer for membrane integrity. The stable and low detec-
ion limit of helium makes this tracer particularly interesting, in
he following all tracer gas experiments are based on helium.

A similar tracer gas concept as for the membrane characteriza-
ion can be used for studying in-plane GDL diffusion characteristics
nder various operating conditions. In this case, the tracer gas has
o be introduced as a marker in one of the first gas ports of a single
hannel (Fig. 1, A2.1 or A1.1) and is not added to the general feed
as stream. Subsequent permeation of the tracer gas through the
DL is measured downstream in the neighboring channel (Fig. 2b).
ven though this measurement set-up is not demonstrated within
his work, it allows for characterization of gas diffusion layers and
ow field combinations for various operating conditions and cell
eometries.

. Experimental set-up

.1. Fuel cell hardware

A fuel cell of technical size with a linear flow field, an active area
f 200 cm2 and channel dimensions of 0.8 × 0.5 × 400 mm has been
dapted with gas extraction lines. Bipolar plates are machined from
arbon and PVDF based Sigracet BMA5 (SGL Carbon) plates. Electro-
hemical components used are Nafion N112 membranes and Etek
lat (A6 STDSI V2.1) carbon cloth gas diffusion layer (GDL) with

atalyst loading of 0.5 mg cm−2. Outside the active area, the mem-
rane is reinforced by Mylar foils (DuPont) of 12 �m thickness. Cell
ompression is adjusted by teflon spacers to uniform compress the
DL to 70% of its initial thickness. The cell can be operated in coun-

erflow (hydrogen and air fed from opposite sides) or co-flow (both
ases fed from the same side).
tions are indicated in Fig. 1. (A) Layout for online through-plane MEA permeation.

3.2. Gas analysis hardware

On anode and cathode side, 11 gas extraction ports for local gas
analysis are distributed equally along the length of the channel in
the middle of the active cell area (see Fig. 3). Two additional gas
extraction ports are placed at the in- and outlet of the cell to mea-
sure integral gas compositions. Gas is extracted out of the flow field
channel by polyimide coated fused silica capillaries with a diam-
eter of 50 microns (SGE 0624635). The extracted gas flows to a
subsequent selector valve (VICI, EMT3CSD16UWE, RSV in Fig. 4).
These valves allow for the sequential selection of local gas ports
on anode and cathode side. Polyimide coated fused silica capil-
laries (SGE 062472) of 150 �m diameter are used to connect the
selector valves to the vacuum chamber (VC) of the mass spectrom-
eter. Connections between capillaries and bipolar plate are sealed
Fig. 3. Linear flow field with gas extraction ports and detail of channel dimensions
including gas extraction capillaries.
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Fig. 4. Layout of local online

emperature of these capillaries is set to 120 ◦C and controlled by
emperature sensors (Pt100) in conjunction with a multi channel
emperature controller (ELOTECH R2500). Both selector valves are
laced in thermally insulated boxes and heated to 130 ◦C. This fully
eated gas extraction line provides non-condensing, constant and
table sample gas extraction and ensures constant pressure levels
n the vacuum chamber. The bipolar plate under the gas port shows
o temperature increase due to the heating of the capillaries. The
ustom made vacuum chamber is made from stainless steel 316L.
hermal annealing at 950 ◦C for 1 h under vacuum conditions (5E-5-
E-4 mbar) and subsequent cool down under nitrogen atmosphere
educed the material hydrogen content and therefore the hydrogen
easurement background.
Conventional copper sealing was used for all vacuum proof con-

ections of the VC. The VC is permanently heated to 90 ◦C to avoid
he build up of background signals due to condensing gas species.
he total pressure in the VC is measured by a combined pirani and
old cathode gauge (Pfeiffer PKR261). Capillary dimensions were
djusted to lead to total pressure levels in the VC between 1e-
and 1e-5 mbar during valve switching and fuel cell operating

ressure levels between 1 and 2.5 bar(abs). Extracted gas is ion-
zed in the VC by an open cross beam ion source with tungsten
laments (Pfeiffer). Ionized gas species are analyzed in the sub-
equent quadrupole mass spectrometer (Pfeiffer Prisma 200M1,
ength 200 mm, rod diameter 6 mm). The built-in channeltron is
sed as ion detector. Vacuum conditions in the VC are maintained
y a turbo molecular pump (Pfeiffer TSU261) in conjunction with
rotary vane prepump (Pfeiffer DUO 5M). High vacuum pump-

ng power of this pump combination ensures fast and sufficient VC
onditioning at valve switching between local gas ports and test rig
tart up.

.3. Calibration hardware

Retaining identical species ionization probabilities and ion cur-
ent amplification in the mass spectrometer during the entire
easurement period is crucial. Therefore, calibration routines were
un at the beginning of new experiments and in regular time
ntervals. The good calibration stability of the mass spectrome-
er allowed for extending calibration intervals to one week under
ontinuous operation. They consist of quadrupole offset adjust-
ent, secondary electron multiplier (SEM) voltage adjustment and
alysis by mass spectrometry.

gas specific calibration. Mass spectrometer calibration at fuel cell
pressure levels is provided by the independent and fully heated cal-
ibration volume (Fig. 4). Certified calibration gas mixtures (Messer)
were used to determine gas calibration factors. During all cali-
bration routines and measurements, constant ion source cathode
voltage of 80 V, ion source emission current of 0.7 mA, MS resolu-
tion of 50 and a sampling time per mass between 0.5 and 2 s was
used.

4. Characterization of the gas analysis system

The sensitivity and accuracy of gas phase investigation in PEFC
depends on various factors such as signal quality and fuel cell oper-
ating conditions, therefore sample gas consumption, signal to noise
behaviour, MS sensitivity and measurement dynamics of the sys-
tem have been characterized.

4.1. Sample gas consumption

With the given capillary combination a maximum of 37 �l min−1

gas is extracted out of a single flow field channel. This volume
of extracted gas accounts for less than 0.5% of the stoichiometric
excess gas of a single channel under a current density of 1 A cm−2

and a stoichiometry of 1.5 on anode or cathode side, respectively.
Even under limited feed gas operation at a stoichiometry of 1.1 and
current density of 0.1 A cm−2, the extracted gas accounts for less
than 9% of the stoichiometric excess gas in a single channel. There-
fore cell disturbance due to the extracted sample gas is considered
negligible.

4.2. Quality and sensitivity

To test the sensitivity of the set-up, analogue mass spectrome-
try scans in the mass range 1–45 were conducted on selector valve
(Fig. 4, RSV) blind ports and measurement ports to analyze the sig-
nal to noise ratio. Fig. 5 shows the results for the cathode side.
Comparably high background ion current during the blind port scan

on the masses 28 and 32 indicate small air leaks in the gas extraction
line. Leakage of this size would not be acceptable in analytical MS
systems. However, with restrictive peak analysis this drawback is
tolerable because on the cathode side only nitrogen, oxygen, water
and helium are analyzed. Measurement to background ion current
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Fig. 5. Signal (grey) to noise (background scan, black) conditions of the gas extrac-
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Table 3
Vacuum chamber pressure fluctuation induced calibration error on the anode side
at 1.5 bar(abs) fuel cell pressure.

Anode species Calibration gas concentration
(mol mol−1)

Relative error (−)

H2 9.49E-01 1.1E-04
He 5.14E-02 2.0E-03

Table 4
Vacuum chamber pressure fluctuation induced calibration error on the cathode side
at 1.5 bar(abs) fuel cell pressure.

Cathode species Calibration gas concentration
(mol mol−1)

Relative error (−)

T
A

T
C

ion line in blind port and fuel cell gas extraction operation on the cathode side.
ocus on helium and restrictive peak evaluation allows for accurate measurements
espite the air leakage of the gas extraction line.

atios of these species are at least one order of magnitude and there-
ore sufficient for the purpose. On the anode side the focus is on
he detection of hydrogen and helium, as the signal to background
atio of permeated nitrogen from the cathode is low and makes this
easurement critical.
The quality of the gas extraction system in conjunction with

S may be characterized by species sensitivities (Ei) and minimum
etectable concentrations based on MS-noise level (cmd), blind port
ackground level (cbg) and combined fuel cell mass flow controller
nd pressure controller induced concentration fluctuation (cop).
he detection limits were measured with the calibration line in
rder to separate fuel cell test bench influence from real cell oper-
tion fluctuations. Table 1 shows the data for hydrogen and helium
t the anode and in Table 2 for nitrogen, oxygen and helium at
he cathode. The sensitivities of the species decrease in the order
2 > O2 > H2 > He and reflect the well known nitrogen referenced

onization probabilities within the ion source.
Tables 1 and 2 show that operating induced fluctuations from

he fuel cell test bench are more limiting than MS analysis inherent
rrors for all gas species, except for helium detection at the cath-
de side. In the case of helium measurement at the cathode side,

perating induced errors are below the background concentration
etection limit of 2.5 ppm. In the running system however, back-
round levels of extraction lines are limiting, because the drawback
f operating induced errors can be suppressed by longer sam-

able 1
node species sensitivity.

Anode species Calibration gas concentration
(mol mol−1)

Sensitivity E (A mbar−1

H2 9.49E-01 1.3E-01
He 5.1 4E-02 5.0E-02

a Mass spectrometer based detection limit.
b Vacuum chamber background induced detection limit.
c Fuel cell test bench induced detection limit.

able 2
athode species sensitivity.

Cathode species Calibration gas concentration
(mol mol−1)

Sensitivity E (A mbar−

N2 7.95E-01 3.4E-01
O2 2.05E-01 2.9E-01
He 1.00E-04 6.7E-02

a Mass spectrometer based detection limit.
b Vacuum chamber background induced detection limit.
c Fuel cell test bench induced detection limit.
N2 7.95E-01 6.0E-04
O2 2.05E-01 2.0E-03
He 1.00E-04 3.5E-02

pling times and better statistics. Therefore, minimum detectable
species concentrations are in the range of 2.5–61 ppm on anode
and cathode sides. These detection limits are sufficient for most
measurement applications. In most detection limit critical mea-
surement cases, species concentration levels can be shifted to lower
dilution on the permeate side to mitigate detection limits problems
(e.g. by lower stoichiometry).

4.3. Calibration quality

Inevitable port to port VC pressure differences under measure-
ment conditions occur due to capillary assembly inequalities, valve
port machining tolerances and fuel cell pressure gradients along
the channel. Mass spectrometer calibration factors represent the
linear relationship between species concentration and measured
ion current at a given VC pressure level. Because of the VC pres-
sure dependence of calibration factors, calibration volume pressure
scans in the range of port to port VC pressure fluctuations were con-
ducted. Tables 3 and 4 show the relative calibration errors due to
VC pressure fluctuations of local gas analysis on anode and cath-
ode sides at 1.5 bar fuel cell pressure. Considering the complexity
of the gas extraction line, these relative error levels are considered
fairly good and sufficient for afore mentioned fuel cell investigation

concepts.

Calibration of water vapor concentration in gas mixtures of GC or
MS systems is generally a difficult task which needs highly sophis-
ticated and very constant humidifying systems. Karlegärd et al.

) cmd
a (mol mol−1) cbg

b (mol mol−1) cop
c (mol mol−1)

4.9E-07 6.1E-05 2.2E-02
2.0E-07 1.2E-06 1.2E-03

1) cmd
a (mol mol−1) cbg

b (mol mol−1) cop
c (mol mol−1)

3.2E-05 1.3E-05 2.0E-02
3.8E-07 1.3E-05 6.0E-03
1.7E-06 2.5E-06 1.5E-06
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small amount of permeating species. Local helium permeate con-

F
a

ig. 6. Comparison of water vapor concentration measurements in air with mass
pectrometer (MS) and humidity sensor (HS, Vaisala HMP247) at 1.5 bar (abs) pres-
ure.

16] avoided this difficulty in an online analysis system for gasi-
cation gas by utilizing the fact of identical ionization probabilities
f nitrogen and water vapor. A combined comparative reference
easurement with a capacitive humidity sensor (Vaisala HMP247)

nd the mass spectrometer was conducted in order to check the
pplicability of this calibration routine. Fig. 6 shows this compari-
on with a maximum difference of 2.5% between MS and humidity
ensor measurement. Above dew points of 40 ◦C, this difference
ies within the accuracy range of the humidity sensor. In the dew
oint range below 40 ◦C, MS based measurement shows a maxi-
um error of 1.5%, what is more than the humidity sensor error in

his dew point range. MS measurement has the advantage of more
table signals even at high humidity levels. More precise MS based
ater vapor measurement could be made by multipoint calibra-

ion in conjunction with precise and stable humidity generators.
onsidering the achieved accuracy and signal stability, this easy
alibration scheme is sufficient and accurate enough for local fuel
ell water vapor analysis.

.4. Dynamics of the gas analysis system

The dynamics of the gas analysis system defines the time for

pecies concentration measurements along the sampling channel
f the fuel cell. The dynamics is given by the times for valve switch-
ng, capillary flushing, VC conditioning and sampling time on the
as port. Anode side helium addition experiments were conducted

ig. 7. Measurement of gas extraction line dynamics and vacuum chamber conditioning
node side gas port; (B) helium measurement at the integral outlet gas port on the catho
ources 195 (2010) 1647–1656

in order to demonstrate the gas analysis dynamics with species of
low molecular weight at two different concentration levels. Fig. 7
shows the helium concentration at the first anode gas port of the
flow field (10% range) and integral outlet gas port at the cathode
side (500 ppm range) during a 10% helium addition to the anode
feed gas stream. Helium addition was started at t = 0 and stopped
at the time indicated in the figure. These plots show stable measure-
ment conditions 20 s after the start of helium addition. This includes
roughly 10 s for capillary flushing and mass flow controller delay
time. A similar capillary flushing time in the order of 10 s and a VC
helium conditioning time of about 20 s are visible after the stop
of the helium addition. Fast helium concentration decay on both,
anode and cathode side show good VC conditioning in different
concentration ranges. VC conditioning of condensable water vapor
is the second relevant factor for measurement dynamics. Dew point
step measurements from 79 to 27 ◦C showed that sufficient condi-
tioning of 10 ◦C in dew point is possible within 10 s. Water vapor
conditioning in this range is sufficient for measurement along the
fuel cell channel. These conditioning times of non-condensable and
condensable species in the different concentration ranges illustrate
the importance of proper MS and vacuum system adaptation.

Afore mentioned system dynamics allow a full concentration
profile along a fuel cell channel including eleven local and two inte-
gral gas ports with a sampling time of 5 s per gas ports in less than
6 min. Fast fuel cell changes can be measured by continuous single
gas port sampling, taking into account the capillary flushing delay
of approximately 10 s.

5. Results and discussion

Besides the above outlined system characterization, the gas
analysis method needs to prove its high sensitivity under fuel cell
relevant conditions. To demonstrate the potential of this technique,
permeation and species measurement under open circuit (OCV) and
load conditions are presented and discussed in this section.

5.1. Permeation measurements under open circuit conditions

Under OCV conditions mass and volume flow in the anode and
cathode are constant along the channel as no relevant sinks and
sources for educts and products are present, except for the very
centration measurements under OCV conditions along the cathode
channel are shown in Fig. 8. For these measurements, 10% helium
was added to the anode feed as tracer gas. The cell was operated at
different temperatures with a constant relative humidity of the feed

with 10% helium addition on the anode side. (A) Helium measurement at the first
de. Flow regime: Counterflow; pa = pc = 1.5 bar (abs), Tcapillary = 120 ◦C.
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higher than average local current density over the sampling chan-
nel and/or unequal feed gas distribution to the channels of the flow
field due to condensation effects, which are not considered in the
calculated values. Detailed differentiation between these two cases
ig. 8. Local helium permeate concentration at cathode under open circuit con-
itions. Tcell = 40 ◦C, 60 ◦C, 80 ◦C; pa = pc = 1.5 bar(abs); Anode: 90% H2, 10% He,
= 0.5 ln min−1, rH = 46%; Cathode: 100% air, V = 0.5 ln min−1, rH = 50%; counterflow.

ases of 50% on cathode and 46% on the anode side and flow rates
t anode and cathode of 0.5 l min−1 dry gas at 1.5 bar(abs). Linear
elium permeate concentration increases along the channel with

ow signal scattering are observed. The linear increase of helium
oncentration at the cathode indicates that local helium permeabil-
ty is constant over the entire active area of the cell and can easily
e evaluated from the slope of the helium increase. Helium perme-
bility rises from 2.4 ± 0.1 *10(−14) (mol m−1 s−1 Pa−1) at 40 ◦C to
± 0.1 *10(−14) (mol m−1 s−1 Pa−1) at 80 ◦C which corresponds to
permeability increase of 6.5e-16 (l K−1). Considering differences

n experimental approaches and hardware used for ex-situ mea-
urements, these values compare well to literature data [17,18,19]
nd show the high sensitivity and accuracy of the in-situ method-
logy. Under OCV conditions, the evaluation of the permeation is
traightforward and accurate because of the constant mass flows at
he permeate (cathode) and feed side (anode). At the integral inlet
as port the helium background of air (5 ppm, see Fig. 8) is observed
nd the equal concentrations at the integral outlet gas port and the
ast local port in the active area show that under non-condensing
CV conditions, the sensed channel is representative for all parallel
hannels of the flow field.

The sensitivity of local permeation measurements under OCV
onditions could further be tuned by adaptation of the tracer
as concentration on the feed side and the dilution level on the
ermeate side. This would allow to increase permeate concen-
ration levels already at the first gas port in the active area in
rder to enhance the local permeability sensitivity. However, gen-
rally one aims for minimal tracer gas addition on the feed side in
rder to induce least influence to the fuel cell operation. Tuning
s limited because the MS calibration is concentration dependent,
nd maximum species concentrations variation should lie within
pproximately two decades of the calibration concentration to keep
alibration errors below 10% relative. The measurement in Fig. 8
hows that sufficient resolution is already obtained at the second
as port within the active area under the given dilution conditions.
ased on the ratio of maximum concentration (770 ppm) in com-
arison to the calibration concentration (100 ppm), there is still
oom for enhancement of the resolution by a factor of about 13.
his tuning is limited by the minimum stable flow conditions on
he permeate side, which is given by the accuracy and stability of
he mass flow and pressure controllers of the fuel cell test bench. For
he case shown in Fig. 8 tracer gas addition and permeate side dilu-

ion reduction by a factor of 5 could further increase measurement
ccuracy. The results in Fig. 8 and afore outlined tuning possibili-
ies illustrate the high tracer gas sensitivity of MS based local gas
nalysis under OCV conditions.
Fig. 9. Calculated (cal) and measured species concentration on anode side at OCV
and at 0.375 A cm−2. Tcell = 80 ◦C; pa = pc = 1.5 bar (abs); Anode: 90% H2, 10% He, � = 3,
rH = 46%; Cathode: 100% air, � = 2, rH = 50%, Counterflow. (A) Hydrogen; (B) Helium.

5.2. Local species measurements under load conditions

For local gas analysis, load conditions at relevant humidity lev-
els pose considerably higher difficulties than OCV conditions due to
the possible presence of condensing conditions in parts of the cell.
The chosen operating conditions of hydrogen/helium (90%/10%)
at the anode and air at the cathode at 1.5 bar(abs) with relative
gas humidities of 50% at cathode and 46% at anode result in high
humidity and condensation at the cathode as well as at the anode.
Figs. 9 and 10 show measured and calculated local species concen-
trations at anode and cathode side under OCV and load conditions
of 75 A (0.375 A cm−2) after 5 min set point conditioning. Species
concentrations are given as molar fractions of dry gases. The mea-
surement error bars, of less than 1% absolute are not shown for
better marker visibility. Reactant gas consumption and relative
inert gas increase along the channels are clearly visible under load
conditions for both the anode and cathode.

Clear differences between calculated and measured concentra-
tions are visible at anode and cathode towards the respective gas
outlets. This indicates that the sensed channel is different from the
average having a higher than average stoichiometric consumption
of the respective reactant. The reason for this behaviour can be
Fig. 10. Calculated (cal) and measured species concentration on cathode side at OCV
and at 0.375 A cm−2. Tcell = 80 ◦C; pa = pc = 1.5 bar(abs); Anode: 90% H2, 10% He, � = 3,
rH = 46%; Cathode: 100% air, � = 2, rH = 50%, Counterflow.
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In Fig. 13, measured accumulative helium permeate concentra-
tion on the cathode side under OCV and load conditions are shown.
Concentration measurement of permeated helium traces at the
cathode are possible with small fuel cell operation induced errors
ig. 11. Local water vapor distribution on anode and cathode side at OCV and
t 0.375 A cm−2. Tcell = 80 ◦C; pa = pc = 1.5 bar(abs); Anode: 90% H2, 10% He, � = 1.5,
H = 46%; Cathode: 100% air, � = 2, rH = 50%; counterflow.

s difficult without additional quantitative species flux information
n the sampling channel. These effects of local current density dif-
erences and/or non-uniform gas distribution are averaged at the
ntegral outlet gas ports and the calculated and measured values

atch well. The deviation visible i.e. on the cathode side between
alculated and measured values is real and shows the high accuracy
f the MS based measurement.

For the same operating conditions, measured water vapor is
hown in Fig. 11 as relative local humidity along the channel at
athode and anode for OCV and the load condition at 0.375 A cm−2.
umidity levels under OCV conditions show some noise, which is
ssumed to stem from water accumulation in the gas diffusion layer
nd the load history of the cell before the OCV measurement. The
ata recorded at 0.375 A cm−2 in Fig. 11 indicates that saturated
onditions at the cathode are visible between 40% and 60% of the
hannel length. Calculations predict that cathode side exit relative
umidity would reach 99% under the given operating conditions
nd the assumptions of non-condensing conditions within the gas
iffusion media and the absence of water transport to the anode.
omparing this to the results in Fig. 11 indicates condensing con-
itions in the middle part of the cathode channel. This can only be
xplained by water transport characteristics of the membrane in
ounterflow operated cells. The water transport to the anode side
n the second half of the cathode channel and subsequent water
ack diffusion from anode to cathode in the first half of the cathode
hannel enable saturated conditions in the middle of the cathode
hannel under the given operating condition. Water vapor satu-
ation at the anode is visible at about 60% of the channel length.
ubsequent dry out of the anode towards the outlet stems from
ater drag and low cathode side humidity, which is typical for cells

perated in counterflow mode. Freunberger et al. [20] investigated
ater management phenomena with a 1 + 1D model and showed

imilar membrane water transport trends.
Conditions of more than 80% local relative humidity tend to

ncrease the risk of gas port blockage due to condensed water at
he capillary tip. Blocked capillaries are temporarily not usable for
as analysis as can be seen from missing points at few positions

nder load conditions in Figs. 9–11. Depending on the amount
f condensed water within the channel and gas diffusion media,
apillaries can be deblocked autonomously or by increased sto-
chiometry. Despite temporary capillary blockage, the trends of
elative humidity along the channel are measureable with reason-
ources 195 (2010) 1647–1656

ably low scattering and allow interpretation of the present local
humidification state within the cell.

5.3. Permeation measurements under load condition

Similarly as shown in Fig. 8 for OCV conditions, the membrane
permeation can be measured under load conditions. Again the local
permeation measurement is based on helium permeation. Helium
is added as tracer gas to the anode feed gas stream and permeates to
the cathode side. However, in comparison to OCV measurements,
interpretation of permeation data under load is more complicated
due to the following facts: (i) hydrogen consumption at the anode
increases the local helium concentration and thus the driving force
for the diffusive helium transport through the membrane along the
channel; (ii) similarly, permeated tracer gas is diluted in variable
volumes of gas along the cathode channel due to oxygen consump-
tion. As a consequence, constant MEA permeation characteristics
will result in different measured concentration profiles along the
channel depending on the gas stoichiometries. Hence, local MEA
permeation measurement under load requires local species anal-
ysis on anode and cathode side. Measured helium permeation
data on the cathode has to be corrected according to the local
helium concentration along the anode channel as well as oxygen
depletion and permeate accumulation along the cathode channel.
Additional influences under load conditions may be induced due to
the non-uniformities observed in the local species concentration
measurements, i.e. current density deviations under the sample
channel and/or non-uniformities of the feed gas distribution to the
parallel channels due to water accumulation.

Fig. 12 shows calculated anode helium concentration increase
due to hydrogen consumption along the channel with an initial
gas mixture of 90% hydrogen and 10% helium. For stoichiometries
higher than 2 an almost linear behaviour of the local helium con-
centration is observed. However a significant exponential increase
towards the cell outlet occurs for stoichiometries of 1.5 and less.
This is of importance, as anode stoichiometries in this range are
relevant in technical applications. Analogue profiles can be plot-
ted for the cathode side. Due to the use of air as feed gas on the
cathode, the exponential behaviour is significantly smaller because
here the reactant is the minority species. In addition, the situation
at the cathode is less critical because the permeated helium can be
referenced to the constant nitrogen gas flux.
Fig. 12. Calculated relative concentration profiles of local anode gas composition as
function of the stoichiometry. Anode inlet mixture: 90% H2, 10% He.
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ig. 13. Helium permeate concentration on cathode side at OCV and under load
onditions of 0.375 A cm−2 (75 A); at anode stoichiometries of �(H2) = 1.5 and 3.0;
cell = 80 ◦C; pa = pc = 1.5 bar(abs); Anode: 90% H2, 10% He, rH = 46%; Cathode: 100%
ir, � = 2, rH = 50%; counterflow.

f less than 1.5% relative, because constant and stable gas extrac-
ion conditions and the resulting constant pressure in the vacuum
hamber allow stable ionization conditions in the MS. The impor-
ant influence of the anode feed gas supply is illustrated by the
ifference between the measurements with hydrogen stoichiome-
ries of 1.5 and 3.0. In this measurement, again the slope of the
ccumulated helium concentration on the cathode represents the
ocal helium permeation. Under high anode stoichiometry and OCV
onditions, the slope is constant and evaluation of the local helium
ermeation is easy.

For calculating effective membrane gas transport characteristics
nder load conditions at low anode stoichiometries, local helium
ermeation has to be corrected by the local diffusive driving force,
he partial helium pressure difference over the membrane (i.e.
elium concentration at the anode). However under load at low
node stoichiometry the different uncertainties of local permeabil-
ty calculation cumulate. Varying helium partial pressure along the
node channel and/or uneven current and gas distribution in the
ow field contribute most to the total local permeability calculation
ncertainty. Additionally, low stoichiometry and condensing con-
itions in the anode channel reduce the number of usable anode gas

orts in the second half of the channel. The resulting calculated local
elium permeability is plotted in Fig. 14. The error bars indicate
he large error of local helium permeability calculation in the sec-
nd half of the channel in the 1.5 stoichiometry case. While for the

ig. 14. Local helium permeability calculated from local permeation measurement
nder OCV and load condition at 0.375 A/cm2 (75 A) with different anode stoi-
hiometries in counterflow operation. pa = pc = 1.5 bar(abs); Tcell = 80 ◦C; Anode: 90%
2, 10% He, rH = 46%; Cathode: 100% air, � = 2, rH = 50%.
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OCV condition an accurate membrane permeation characteristic is
obtained with an error of 6%, the data for the permeation mea-
surements under load shows a considerable noise. Hence, online
permeate concentration measurement using helium as tracer gas
is possible with high accuracy (see Fig. 13), but determination of
local membrane permeability has a significantly lower accuracy,
with an error between 20% and 75% due to the uncertainties of the
local anode helium partial pressure distribution.

In conclusion, the application of MS based gas analysis in PEFC
under load conditions has a high accuracy for local reactant con-
centration even under realistic humidity conditions, membrane
permeation using helium as tracer gas is measured most accurately
under OCV conditions.

6. Conclusion

Understanding the gas phase transport processes and species
distribution in PEFC requires appropriate methodology for local gas
phase analysis. Carefully adapted mass spectrometry components
in conjunction with fully heated and sequentially selectable gas
extraction lines have been designed for local gas analysis in PEFC
under fuel cell relevant operating conditions. Measurements up to
fully saturated water vapor conditions are possible. This local online
gas analysis methodology is therefore a flexible tool with com-
petitive dynamics for different tasks ranging from simple species
distribution measurements along the channel to more complex
membrane permeation and diffusion media characterization under
open circuit and load conditions. Based on a tracer gas concept
using helium, online membrane permeation is measured very accu-
rately under OCV conditions. Under load current conditions tracer
gas concentration measurement is also possible with high accu-
racy. However, determination of effective membrane permeation
under load is less accurate due to tracer concentration variation
at the feed gas side, in particular when low stoichiometries at the
feed gas side are used. Nevertheless, the possibility to accurately
measure species concentration along the channel in PEFC allows
for various future investigations and better understanding of gas
transport processes in PEFC.
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